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Abstract
A graph is said to be a Ko¨nig graph if the size of its maximum matching is equal to
the size of its minimum vertex cover. The Ko¨nig Edge Deletion problem asks if in a
given graph there exists a set of at most k edges whose deletion results in a Ko¨nig graph.
While the vertex version of the problem (Ko¨nig vertex deletion) has been shown to be
fixed-parameter tractable more than a decade ago, the fixed-parameter-tractability of the
Ko¨nig Edge Deletion problem has been open since then, and has been conjectured
to be W[1]-hard in several papers. In this paper, we settle the conjecture by proving it
W[1]-hard. We prove that a variant of this problem, where we are given a graph G and
a maximum matching M and we want a k-sized Ko¨nig edge deletion set that is disjoint
from M, is fixed-parameter-tractable.
1 Introduction
A vertex cover in a graph is a subset of vertices such that it has at least one end point of
every edge. A graph is Ko¨nig-Egervary (Ko¨nig in short) if its maximum matching size is
equal to its minimum vertex cover size. The name Ko¨nig comes from Ko¨nig’s Theorem
which states that the size of the minimum vertex cover is equal to the size of the maximum
matching in bipartite graphs. It follows from Ko¨nig’s Theorem that bipartite graphs are
Ko¨nig, but it is known that the converse is not true.
Ko¨nig graphs, that form a super-class of bipartite graphs, have been well studied from
structural and algorithmic perspectives [7, 26]. Given a graph, the problem of finding the
minimum number of vertices or edges to be deleted so that the resulting graph satisfies
a property, belongs to the class of vertex or edge deletion problems respectively. The
vertex version of these problems include Vertex Cover (where the resulting graph is
an edgeless graph), Feedback Vertex Set (where the resulting graph is a forest) and
Odd Cycle Transversal (where the resulting graph is bipartite). These problems are
NP-Complete by a celebrated result of Lewis and Yannanakis when the resulting graph
class is a hereditary graph class (that is, it is closed under induced subgraphs) [15]. The
parameterized complexity of these deletion problems have also been studied [4, 16].
Another natural version of these problems is to find a maximum induced subgraph
satisfying the property. There is a dichotomy theorem known in parameterized complexity





















for this version when the property is a hereditary property [12]. The problem has also been
studied in the related notion of kernelization [13].
The class of Ko¨nig graphs, however, does not form a hereditary class and so the above
results do not apply to it. Approximation and fixed-parameter algorithms for deletion to or
maximum induced Ko¨nig graph were studied in [19]. It was shown that it is fixed-parameter
tractable (FPT) to determine whether a given graph has at most k vertices whose deletion
results in a Ko¨nig graph. The running time of the algorithm was later improved [17].
The problem of finding a set of k vertices that induce a subgraph that is Ko¨nig has been
proven to be W[1]-hard while the related problem of finding a set of k edges that induce a
Ko¨nig subgraph has been shown to be fixed-parameter-tractable. See [9] for a recent result
improving the FPT algorithm and the approximation ratio for the edge version, along with
results on some ‘above-guarantee’ version of the problem.
The parameterized complexity of the problem of deleting k edges to obtain a Ko¨nig
graph has been open for 11 years [5] and is conjectured to be W[1]-hard [19]. In this paper,
we prove the conjecture positively, showing that k-edge deletion to Ko¨nig graph is indeed
W[1]-hard. We also show that a variant of the problem is fixed-parameter-tractable.
2 Preliminaries
Given a graph G, by V(G), we denote the set of vertices of G, and by E(G) we denote the
set of edges. We represent an edge by a subset of V(G) of size two. A matching is a set
of edges that are pairwise disjoint. A vertex v ∈ V(G) is said be an endpoint of an edge
e ∈ E(G) if v ∈ e. A vertex v ∈ V(G) is said to be saturated by a matching M if there exists
an edge e ∈M such that v is an endpoint of e, otherwise v is said to be unsaturated by M.
A set S ⊆ V(G) is said to be saturated by a matching M if M saturates every vertex in S.
A vertex cover of a graph is a set of vertices whose removal from the graph results in an
edgeless graph. By µ(G) we denote the size of a maximum matching of the graph and by
vc(G) we denote the size of a minimum vertex cover of the graph.
Definition 2.1. A graph G is said to be Ko¨nig if µ(G) = vc(G).
Given two subsets of vertices A,B ⊆ V(G), by (A,B), we denote the set of edges that
have one endpoint in A and the other in B. Let F ⊆ E(G), by G[F] we denote the graph
with vertex set V(G) and edge set F. A set F ⊆ E(G) such that G[E(G) \ F] is Ko¨nig is called
a Ko¨nig edge deletion set of G.
The main focus of this paper is the following problem:
Ko¨nig Edge Deletion
Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E) and an integer k
Question: Does there exist F ⊆ E such that |F| ≤ k and G[E \ F] is a Ko¨nig graph?
2.1 Parameterized Complexity
A parameterized problem Π is a subset of Γ ×N where Γ is a finite alphabet. An instance of
a parameterized problem is a tuple (x, k), where x is a classical problem instance, and k is
called the parameter.
A central notion in parameterized complexity is fixed-parameter tractability (FPT). A
parameterized problem Π is in FPT if there is an algorithm that takes an instance (x, k)
and decides if (x, k) ∈ Π in time f(k)|x|O(1). Here, f is an arbitrary function of k. Such an
algorithm is called a fixed-parameter algorithm (in short, an FPT algorithm).
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There is an associated hardness theory with the notion of a parameterized reduction and a
hierarchy of complexity classes. For two parameterized problems Π1 and Π2, a parameterized
reduction from Π1 to Π2 is an algorithm that takes an input (x, k) of Π1 and converts in
f(k)|x|O(1) time into an instance (y, k ′) of Π2 such that (x, k) ∈ Π1 if and only if (y, k ′) ∈ Π2.
Here f is some function of k and k ′ is g(k) for some function g of k.
For our purpose, it suffices to know that the independent set problem, which asks whether
a given undirected graph has an independent set of size k, is a canonical complete problem
for the class W[1]. Here k is the parameter associated with the problem. See [6] for more
details on parameterized complexity.
2.2 Vertex Cover Linear Program
The vertex cover problem can be expressed as an integer linear program where an optimum
solution of the integer linear program would correspond to a minimum vertex cover. The
variables of the linear program take values in {0, 1}. However, we can relax this constraint
on the variables and allow them to instead take on any real value in the interval [0, 1]. This
is called the LP relaxation of the vertex cover problem (also known as the fractional vertex
cover problem) [18]. It is defined as follows.
vcf(G) = min{1
>y : ∀{u, v} ∈ E(G), yu + yv ≥ 1, and ∀v ∈ V(G), yv ∈ [0, 1]}
While finding the minimum vertex cover problem is NP-hard, finding the optimum
solution for the fractional version can be done in polynomial time.
The dual of the vertex cover linear program is the LP relaxation of the maximum
matching problem and is given as follows.
µf(G) = max{1
>x : ∀v ∈ V(G)x(δ(v)) ≤ 1, and ∀e ∈ E(G), xe ∈ [0, 1]}
where δ(v) denotes the set of edges incident to a vertex v and for F ⊆ E, x(F) = ∑
e∈F
xe.
As the vertex cover linear program is a relaxation of a minimization problem, the optimal
solution to the vertex cover linear program is always less than or equal to the size of the
minimum vertex cover. Similarly, the fractional maximum matching size is always greater
than or equal to the size of the maximum matching. Since µf and vcf are duals of each
other, their optimal values are the same. Hence we have the following inequality.
µ(G) ≤ µf(G) = vcf(G) ≤ vc(G)
For Ko¨nig graphs, since µ(G) = vc(G), the above inequalities collapse into a single value.
The fractional versions of these problems have been widely studied [2, 18,20–22,24,27].
For the vertex cover LP, it is known that there always exists an optimum solution where
every variable takes values in {0, 12 , 1} [21, 27]. For an optimum solution to the vertex cover
LP, let S1 and S0 be the set of vertices that get assigned 1 and 0 respectively. One may
observe that there is a matching across the edges (S0, S1) that saturates S1. Suppose not,
then by Hall’s Theorem, there exists a subset A ⊆ S1 such that |N(A) ∩ S0| < |A|. Now we
may construct a smaller feasible solution by setting the vertices in A ∪ (N(A) ∩ S0) to 12
and keeping the value of the other vertices the same. It is easy to see that this is feasible
and has smaller value. It is also known that we can find an LP solution that minimizes the
number of vertices assigned 12 in polynomial time. The following theorem summarizes these
statements.
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Theorem 1 (Nemhauser-Trotter Theorem). [20, 22] Given a graph G, there exists a
polynomial time algorithm that computes an optimum solution to the LP of Vertex Cover of
G such that
1. The values assigned by the solution are in {0, 12 , 1}. Let the set of vertices that get
values 0, 12 , 1 be S0, S 1
2
and S1 respectively.
2. The cardinality of S 1
2
is the minimum among all such solutions.
3. There exists a matching between S0 and S1 that saturates S1.
2.3 Properties of Ko¨nig Graphs
We note the following observations that follow from the definition of Ko¨nig graphs.
Observation 2.1. Given a Ko¨nig graph G, a maximum matching M of G and a minimum
vertex cover S of G, the following holds:
1. For any edge e ∈M, we have |e ∩ S| = 1. That is, for any edge in M, exactly one of
its endpoints is in S, and
2. Let U be the set of unsaturated vertices of M, then S ∩U = ∅.
From the above observation it follows that for every minimum vertex cover S and
maximum matching M of a Ko¨nig graph G, M lies across the edges (S, V(G) \ S) and M
saturates S. Moreover, if there exists a maximum matching M and minimum vertex cover S
such that M saturates S and M lies across (S, V(G) \ S), then |M| = |S| and hence G must
be Ko¨nig. So we have the following characterization of Ko¨nig graphs.
Lemma 2.1. [7, 26] A graph G is Ko¨nig if and only if for every minimum vertex cover S
of G, there exists a matching across (S, V(G) \ S) that saturates S.
As for any vertex cover S and a matching M of G, |S| ≥ |M|, we also have the following
equivalent characterization using the fact that if there is a matching M and a vertex cover
S such that |M| = |S|, then M must be a maximum matching and S must be a minimum
vertex cover.
Lemma 2.2. [19] A graph G = (V, E) is Ko¨nig if and only if for some vertex cover S of G,
there exists a matching across (S, V(G) \ S) that saturates S.
In passing, we observe the following interesting property of Ko¨nig graphs that we couldn’t
find in literature. Though we don’t use it in the rest of our paper, we feel that this can be
of independent interest.
Lemma 2.3. A graph G is Ko¨nig if and only if vcf(G) = vc(G), that is, its vertex cover
number is equal to its fractional vertex cover number.
Proof. If G is Ko¨nig, then vcf(G) = vc(G) as observed in Subsection 2.2. To prove the
converse, find the optimum solution to the vertex cover linear program (that is, the fractional
vertex cover) of G that satisfies the properties in Theorem 1.
By definition, S0 induces an independent set. As vcf(G) = vc(G), by the second property
of the theorem, S1/2 = ∅ as there exists an optimum solution to the vertex cover linear
program which is integral. Hence (S1, S0) is a partition of the vertex set and S1 is a vertex
cover. By the third property of the theorem, there exists a matching across (S1, S0) that
saturates S1. Hence the lemma follows from Lemma 2.2.
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3 W[1]-hardness of Ko¨nig Edge Deletion
In this section, we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Ko¨nig Edge Deletion is W[1]-hard.
The Reduction. We will reduce from the parameterized independent set problem which is
known to be W[1]-hard.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} in which we want to find a
k-sized independent set. Let, without loss of generality, k < n/2 (for otherwise n ≤ 2k and
the independent set instance can be trivially solved in fixed-parameter-tractable time). We
will construct G ′ as follows:
Initially, G ′ is a copy of G. For every vertex vi ∈ V, we add a pendant vertex pi to G ′
such that (vi, pi) is an edge. Let P be the set of all such pendant vertices pi.
Add a set of 2k vertices C = {c1, ..., c2k} to G
′ such that each ci is adjacent to every
vertex in V ∪ P and G ′[C] is an edgeless graph.
This ends the construction. Formally, G ′ = (V ′, E ′) is given as follows:
V ′ = V ∪ P ∪ C
and
E ′ = E ∪ {(vi, pi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(c, v), (c, p) | c ∈ C, v ∈ V, p ∈ P}
Note that G ′ has n ′ = 2n+ 2k vertices. See Figure 1.
We first prove the following claims about Ko¨nig edge deletion sets of G ′.
Claim 3.1. Let F be a Ko¨nig edge deletion set of G ′ and let S be a minimum vertex cover
of G ′[E ′ \ F], then |S| ≤ n+ k.
Proof. Suppose that |S| > n + k, then |V ′ \ S| < n + k < |S|. Hence there can not be a
matching across the cut (S, V ′ \ S) in G ′[E ′ \ F] that saturates S. Hence by Lemma 2.1
G ′[E ′ \ F] is not Ko¨nig, a contradiction to the definition of F.
Claim 3.2. Let F be a Ko¨nig edge deletion set of G ′ of size at most k and let RF = {vi ∈
V | (vi, pi) /∈ F}. Then
1. For any minimum vertex cover S of G ′[E ′ \ F], C ⊆ S.
2. There exists a minimum vertex cover S of G ′[E ′ \ F] such that P ⊆ V ′ \ S.
3. For any minimum vertex cover S of G ′[E ′ \ F], |S| ≥ 2k+ |RF|.
Proof. Let S be a minimum vertex cover of G ′[E ′ \ F], and let c be a vertex in C. Since c
is adjacent to every vertex in P and V, it has 2n neighbours in G ′, and hence has at least
2n− k neighbours in G ′[E ′ \ F]. Suppose that c is not in S, then all its neighbours must be
in S. However then |S| ≥ 2n− k > n+ k (as k < n/2). By Claim 3.1, this contradicts the
fact that F is Ko¨nig edge deletion set. Hence every vertex c ∈ C must be in S.
Let S be a minimum vertex cover of G ′[E ′ \ F], and suppose there exists a vertex pi ∈ P
such that pi is also in S. Since we know that all vertices of C are in S, the only possible
edge that pi might uniquely cover is the edge (vi, pi). Consider the set S
′ = S \ {pi} ∪ {vi}.
Clearly S ′ is also a vertex cover of G ′[E ′ \ F] of the same cardinality. As we can do this for
every pi ∈ P, we have that P ⊆ V ′ \ S ′ proving the claim.
Let S ′ be such a minimum vertex cover that contains no vertex of P. Then all vi such that
(vi, pi) /∈ F must be in S ′ to cover the edge (vi, pi). By definition of RF, the number of these
vertices is |RF|. Also since C ⊆ S ′, the size of S ′ must be at least |C|+ |RF| = 2k+ |RF|.
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<latexit sha1_base64="EoAMDAWu7Pm4g0q uS6IijEBv2Y0=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5U0MIiYGMZ0XxAcoS9zV6yZ G/v2J0LhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41D RxqhlvsFjGuh1Qw6VQvIECJW8nmtMokLwVjO5mfmvMtRGxesJJwv2IDpQIBaNopcdx77JXrrh Vdw6ySrycVCBHvVf+6vZjlkZcIZPUmI7nJuhnVKNgkk9L3dTwhLIRHfCOpYpG3PjZ/NQpObN Kn4SxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKA7NsjcT//M6KYY3fiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBmMz+Jn2hOUM5sYQy LeythA2ppgxtOiUbgrf88ippXlQ9t+o9XFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5 935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBCd6Nmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EoAMDAWu7Pm4g0q uS6IijEBv2Y0=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5U0MIiYGMZ0XxAcoS9zV6yZ G/v2J0LhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41D RxqhlvsFjGuh1Qw6VQvIECJW8nmtMokLwVjO5mfmvMtRGxesJJwv2IDpQIBaNopcdx77JXrrh Vdw6ySrycVCBHvVf+6vZjlkZcIZPUmI7nJuhnVKNgkk9L3dTwhLIRHfCOpYpG3PjZ/NQpObN Kn4SxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKA7NsjcT//M6KYY3fiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBmMz+Jn2hOUM5sYQy LeythA2ppgxtOiUbgrf88ippXlQ9t+o9XFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5 935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBCd6Nmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EoAMDAWu7Pm4g0q uS6IijEBv2Y0=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5U0MIiYGMZ0XxAcoS9zV6yZ G/v2J0LhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41D RxqhlvsFjGuh1Qw6VQvIECJW8nmtMokLwVjO5mfmvMtRGxesJJwv2IDpQIBaNopcdx77JXrrh Vdw6ySrycVCBHvVf+6vZjlkZcIZPUmI7nJuhnVKNgkk9L3dTwhLIRHfCOpYpG3PjZ/NQpObN Kn4SxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKA7NsjcT//M6KYY3fiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBmMz+Jn2hOUM5sYQy LeythA2ppgxtOiUbgrf88ippXlQ9t+o9XFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5 935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBCd6Nmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EoAMDAWu7Pm4g0q uS6IijEBv2Y0=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5U0MIiYGMZ0XxAcoS9zV6yZ G/v2J0LhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41D RxqhlvsFjGuh1Qw6VQvIECJW8nmtMokLwVjO5mfmvMtRGxesJJwv2IDpQIBaNopcdx77JXrrh Vdw6ySrycVCBHvVf+6vZjlkZcIZPUmI7nJuhnVKNgkk9L3dTwhLIRHfCOpYpG3PjZ/NQpObN Kn4SxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKA7NsjcT//M6KYY3fiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBmMz+Jn2hOUM5sYQy LeythA2ppgxtOiUbgrf88ippXlQ9t+o9XFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5 935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBCd6Nmg==</latexit>
vn k
<latexit sha1_base64="G2y4btf4mb7l4zb t8VXeBUn1SL4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSQi6MFDwYvHCvYD2lA220m7Z LMJu5tCCf0RXjwo4tXf481/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAKro3rfjtr6xubW9ulnfLu3v7BYeXouK WTTDFsskQkqhNQjYJLbBpuBHZShTQOBLaD6H7mt8eoNE/kk5mk6Md0KHnIGTVWao/7ubyMpv1 K1a25c5BV4hWkCgUa/cpXb5CwLEZpmKBadz03NX5OleFM4LTcyzSmlEV0iF1LJY1R+/n83Ck 5t8qAhImyJQ2Zq78nchprPYkD2xlTM9LL3kz8z+tmJrz1cy7TzKBki0VhJohJyOx3MuAKmRET SyhT3N5K2IgqyoxNqGxD8JZfXiWtq5rn1rzH62r9roijBKdwBhfgwQ3U4QEa0AQGETzDK7w5q fPivDsfi9Y1p5g5gT9wPn8AXLKPjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G2y4btf4mb7l4zb t8VXeBUn1SL4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSQi6MFDwYvHCvYD2lA220m7Z LMJu5tCCf0RXjwo4tXf481/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAKro3rfjtr6xubW9ulnfLu3v7BYeXouK WTTDFsskQkqhNQjYJLbBpuBHZShTQOBLaD6H7mt8eoNE/kk5mk6Md0KHnIGTVWao/7ubyMpv1 K1a25c5BV4hWkCgUa/cpXb5CwLEZpmKBadz03NX5OleFM4LTcyzSmlEV0iF1LJY1R+/n83Ck 5t8qAhImyJQ2Zq78nchprPYkD2xlTM9LL3kz8z+tmJrz1cy7TzKBki0VhJohJyOx3MuAKmRET SyhT3N5K2IgqyoxNqGxD8JZfXiWtq5rn1rzH62r9roijBKdwBhfgwQ3U4QEa0AQGETzDK7w5q fPivDsfi9Y1p5g5gT9wPn8AXLKPjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G2y4btf4mb7l4zb t8VXeBUn1SL4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSQi6MFDwYvHCvYD2lA220m7Z LMJu5tCCf0RXjwo4tXf481/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAKro3rfjtr6xubW9ulnfLu3v7BYeXouK WTTDFsskQkqhNQjYJLbBpuBHZShTQOBLaD6H7mt8eoNE/kk5mk6Md0KHnIGTVWao/7ubyMpv1 K1a25c5BV4hWkCgUa/cpXb5CwLEZpmKBadz03NX5OleFM4LTcyzSmlEV0iF1LJY1R+/n83Ck 5t8qAhImyJQ2Zq78nchprPYkD2xlTM9LL3kz8z+tmJrz1cy7TzKBki0VhJohJyOx3MuAKmRET SyhT3N5K2IgqyoxNqGxD8JZfXiWtq5rn1rzH62r9roijBKdwBhfgwQ3U4QEa0AQGETzDK7w5q fPivDsfi9Y1p5g5gT9wPn8AXLKPjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G2y4btf4mb7l4zb t8VXeBUn1SL4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSQi6MFDwYvHCvYD2lA220m7Z LMJu5tCCf0RXjwo4tXf481/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAKro3rfjtr6xubW9ulnfLu3v7BYeXouK WTTDFsskQkqhNQjYJLbBpuBHZShTQOBLaD6H7mt8eoNE/kk5mk6Md0KHnIGTVWao/7ubyMpv1 K1a25c5BV4hWkCgUa/cpXb5CwLEZpmKBadz03NX5OleFM4LTcyzSmlEV0iF1LJY1R+/n83Ck 5t8qAhImyJQ2Zq78nchprPYkD2xlTM9LL3kz8z+tmJrz1cy7TzKBki0VhJohJyOx3MuAKmRET SyhT3N5K2IgqyoxNqGxD8JZfXiWtq5rn1rzH62r9roijBKdwBhfgwQ3U4QEa0AQGETzDK7w5q fPivDsfi9Y1p5g5gT9wPn8AXLKPjQ==</latexit>
c1
<latexit sha1_base64="Ib01Nt70lnbZkjM MDPzIeVnq4pQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpN26 WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41N Zxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5Hbud55QaR7LRzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs9MAG3qBac+t uDrJKvILUoEBzUP3qD2OWRigNE1Trnucmxs+oMpwJnFX6qcaEsgkdYc9SSSPUfpafOiNnVhm SMFa2pCG5+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73szcX/vF5qwms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF 7a2EjamizNh0KjYEb/nlVdK+qHtu3bu/rDVuijjKcAKncA4eXEED7qAJLWAwgmd4hTdHOC/Ou /OxaC05xcwx/IHz+QPp1Y2F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ib01Nt70lnbZkjM MDPzIeVnq4pQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpN26 WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41N Zxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5Hbud55QaR7LRzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs9MAG3qBac+t uDrJKvILUoEBzUP3qD2OWRigNE1Trnucmxs+oMpwJnFX6qcaEsgkdYc9SSSPUfpafOiNnVhm SMFa2pCG5+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73szcX/vF5qwms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF 7a2EjamizNh0KjYEb/nlVdK+qHtu3bu/rDVuijjKcAKncA4eXEED7qAJLWAwgmd4hTdHOC/Ou /OxaC05xcwx/IHz+QPp1Y2F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ib01Nt70lnbZkjM MDPzIeVnq4pQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpN26 WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41N Zxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5Hbud55QaR7LRzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs9MAG3qBac+t uDrJKvILUoEBzUP3qD2OWRigNE1Trnucmxs+oMpwJnFX6qcaEsgkdYc9SSSPUfpafOiNnVhm SMFa2pCG5+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73szcX/vF5qwms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF 7a2EjamizNh0KjYEb/nlVdK+qHtu3bu/rDVuijjKcAKncA4eXEED7qAJLWAwgmd4hTdHOC/Ou /OxaC05xcwx/IHz+QPp1Y2F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ib01Nt70lnbZkjM MDPzIeVnq4pQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpN26 WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41N Zxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5Hbud55QaR7LRzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs9MAG3qBac+t uDrJKvILUoEBzUP3qD2OWRigNE1Trnucmxs+oMpwJnFX6qcaEsgkdYc9SSSPUfpafOiNnVhm SMFa2pCG5+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73szcX/vF5qwms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF 7a2EjamizNh0KjYEb/nlVdK+qHtu3bu/rDVuijjKcAKncA4eXEED7qAJLWAwgmd4hTdHOC/Ou /OxaC05xcwx/IHz+QPp1Y2F</latexit>
c2
<latexit sha1_base64="dXrUKiN6Z7wfx85 NPHcYO95u81M=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe6CEAuLgI1lRPMByRH2NnPJk r29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSV vHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9u533lCpXksH800QT+iI8lDzqix0gMb1Ablilt 1FyDrxMtJBXI0B+Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLU2fkwip DEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDaz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvO/yZArZEZMLaFM cXsrYWOqKDM2nZINwVt9eZ20a1XPrXr3V5XGTR5HEc7gHC7Bgzo04A6a0AIGI3iGV3hzhPPiv Dsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/rWY2G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dXrUKiN6Z7wfx85 NPHcYO95u81M=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe6CEAuLgI1lRPMByRH2NnPJk r29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSV vHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9u533lCpXksH800QT+iI8lDzqix0gMb1Ablilt 1FyDrxMtJBXI0B+Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLU2fkwip DEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDaz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvO/yZArZEZMLaFM cXsrYWOqKDM2nZINwVt9eZ20a1XPrXr3V5XGTR5HEc7gHC7Bgzo04A6a0AIGI3iGV3hzhPPiv Dsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/rWY2G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dXrUKiN6Z7wfx85 NPHcYO95u81M=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe6CEAuLgI1lRPMByRH2NnPJk r29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSV vHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9u533lCpXksH800QT+iI8lDzqix0gMb1Ablilt 1FyDrxMtJBXI0B+Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLU2fkwip DEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDaz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvO/yZArZEZMLaFM cXsrYWOqKDM2nZINwVt9eZ20a1XPrXr3V5XGTR5HEc7gHC7Bgzo04A6a0AIGI3iGV3hzhPPiv Dsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/rWY2G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dXrUKiN6Z7wfx85 NPHcYO95u81M=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe6CEAuLgI1lRPMByRH2NnPJk r29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSV vHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9u533lCpXksH800QT+iI8lDzqix0gMb1Ablilt 1FyDrxMtJBXI0B+Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLU2fkwip DEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDaz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvO/yZArZEZMLaFM cXsrYWOqKDM2nZINwVt9eZ20a1XPrXr3V5XGTR5HEc7gHC7Bgzo04A6a0AIGI3iGV3hzhPPiv Dsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/rWY2G</latexit>
ck
<latexit sha1_base64="2cljdmfYc5jnWUz 5qe+voPAJaVk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpt26 WYTdidCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpBIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08ap s41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJrdzv/PEtRGxesRpwv2IjpQIBaNopQc2mAyqNbf u5iCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/lp87ImVW GJIy1LYUkV39PZDQyZhoFtjOiODbL3lz8z+ulGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMv+bDIXmDOXUEsq0 sLcSNqaaMrTpVGwI3vLLq6R9Uffcund/WWvcFHGU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETWsBgBM/wCm+OdF6cd +dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wdBzI2/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2cljdmfYc5jnWUz 5qe+voPAJaVk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpt26 WYTdidCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpBIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08ap s41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJrdzv/PEtRGxesRpwv2IjpQIBaNopQc2mAyqNbf u5iCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/lp87ImVW GJIy1LYUkV39PZDQyZhoFtjOiODbL3lz8z+ulGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMv+bDIXmDOXUEsq0 sLcSNqaaMrTpVGwI3vLLq6R9Uffcund/WWvcFHGU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETWsBgBM/wCm+OdF6cd +dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wdBzI2/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2cljdmfYc5jnWUz 5qe+voPAJaVk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpt26 WYTdidCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpBIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08ap s41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJrdzv/PEtRGxesRpwv2IjpQIBaNopQc2mAyqNbf u5iCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/lp87ImVW GJIy1LYUkV39PZDQyZhoFtjOiODbL3lz8z+ulGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMv+bDIXmDOXUEsq0 sLcSNqaaMrTpVGwI3vLLq6R9Uffcund/WWvcFHGU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETWsBgBM/wCm+OdF6cd +dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wdBzI2/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2cljdmfYc5jnWUz 5qe+voPAJaVk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpt26 WYTdidCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpBIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08ap s41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJrdzv/PEtRGxesRpwv2IjpQIBaNopQc2mAyqNbf u5iCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/lp87ImVW GJIy1LYUkV39PZDQyZhoFtjOiODbL3lz8z+ulGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMv+bDIXmDOXUEsq0 sLcSNqaaMrTpVGwI3vLLq6R9Uffcund/WWvcFHGU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETWsBgBM/wCm+OdF6cd +dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wdBzI2/</latexit>
p1
<latexit sha1_base64="i5CbvutGw8pnZvv6uObrmXPNG/A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NZxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5H bud55QaR7LRzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs9JAMvEG15tbdHGSVeAWpQYHmoPrVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9RZTgTOKv0U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Sw/dUbOrDIkYaxsSUNy9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrZm4v/eb3U hNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHpVGwI3vLLq6R9Uffcund/WWvcFHGU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETWsBgBM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wf9o42S</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i5CbvutGw8pnZvv6uObrmXPNG/A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NZxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5H bud55QaR7LRzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs9JAMvEG15tbdHGSVeAWpQYHmoPrVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9RZTgTOKv0U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Sw/dUbOrDIkYaxsSUNy9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrZm4v/eb3U hNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHpVGwI3vLLq6R9Uffcund/WWvcFHGU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETWsBgBM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wf9o42S</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i5CbvutGw8pnZvv6uObrmXPNG/A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NZxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5H bud55QaR7LRzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs9JAMvEG15tbdHGSVeAWpQYHmoPrVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9RZTgTOKv0U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Sw/dUbOrDIkYaxsSUNy9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrZm4v/eb3U hNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHpVGwI3vLLq6R9Uffcund/WWvcFHGU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETWsBgBM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wf9o42S</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i5CbvutGw8pnZvv6uObrmXPNG/A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NZxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5H bud55QaR7LRzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs9JAMvEG15tbdHGSVeAWpQYHmoPrVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9RZTgTOKv0U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Sw/dUbOrDIkYaxsSUNy9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrZm4v/eb3U hNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHpVGwI3vLLq6R9Uffcund/WWvcFHGU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETWsBgBM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wf9o42S</latexit>
p2
<latexit sha1_base64="20j3+9WPcHEudjnXnYRPZPyXtvk=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX zF+RS1tFoNgFe6CEAuLgI1lRPMByRH2NnPJkr29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9 u533lCpXksH800QT+iI8lDzqix0kMyqA3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDspf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wp87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14v NeG1n3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZ/kyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsOiUbgrf68jpp16qeW/XuryqNmzyOIpzBOVyCB3VowB00oQUMRvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A/yeNkw==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="20j3+9WPcHEudjnXnYRPZPyXtvk=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX zF+RS1tFoNgFe6CEAuLgI1lRPMByRH2NnPJkr29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9 u533lCpXksH800QT+iI8lDzqix0kMyqA3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDspf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wp87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14v NeG1n3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZ/kyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsOiUbgrf68jpp16qeW/XuryqNmzyOIpzBOVyCB3VowB00oQUMRvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A/yeNkw==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="20j3+9WPcHEudjnXnYRPZPyXtvk=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX zF+RS1tFoNgFe6CEAuLgI1lRPMByRH2NnPJkr29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9 u533lCpXksH800QT+iI8lDzqix0kMyqA3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDspf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wp87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14v NeG1n3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZ/kyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsOiUbgrf68jpp16qeW/XuryqNmzyOIpzBOVyCB3VowB00oQUMRvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A/yeNkw==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="20j3+9WPcHEudjnXnYRPZPyXtvk=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX zF+RS1tFoNgFe6CEAuLgI1lRPMByRH2NnPJkr29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9 u533lCpXksH800QT+iI8lDzqix0kMyqA3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDspf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wp87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14v NeG1n3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZ/kyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsOiUbgrf68jpp16qeW/XuryqNmzyOIpzBOVyCB3VowB00oQUMRvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A/yeNkw==</latexit >
p3
<latexit sha1_base64="RRTN9EnuJ93U71ixd9fTK5IYlto=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX zF+RS1tFoNgFe40oIVFwMYyovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG 9nfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg9J/7JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJuhnVKNgkk9LvdTwhLIxHfKupYpG3PjZ/NQpObPKgISxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKI7MsjcT//O6 KYbXfiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBmMz+JgOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtOiUbgrf88ippXVQ9t+rd1yr1mzyOIpzAKZyDB1dQhztoQBMYDOEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AALqNlA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="RRTN9EnuJ93U71ixd9fTK5IYlto=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX zF+RS1tFoNgFe40oIVFwMYyovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG 9nfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg9J/7JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJuhnVKNgkk9LvdTwhLIxHfKupYpG3PjZ/NQpObPKgISxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKI7MsjcT//O6 KYbXfiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBmMz+JgOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtOiUbgrf88ippXVQ9t+rd1yr1mzyOIpzAKZyDB1dQhztoQBMYDOEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AALqNlA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="RRTN9EnuJ93U71ixd9fTK5IYlto=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX zF+RS1tFoNgFe40oIVFwMYyovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG 9nfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg9J/7JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJuhnVKNgkk9LvdTwhLIxHfKupYpG3PjZ/NQpObPKgISxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKI7MsjcT//O6 KYbXfiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBmMz+JgOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtOiUbgrf88ippXVQ9t+rd1yr1mzyOIpzAKZyDB1dQhztoQBMYDOEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AALqNlA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="RRTN9EnuJ93U71ixd9fTK5IYlto=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX zF+RS1tFoNgFe40oIVFwMYyovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG 9nfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg9J/7JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJuhnVKNgkk9LvdTwhLIxHfKupYpG3PjZ/NQpObPKgISxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKI7MsjcT//O6 KYbXfiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBmMz+JgOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtOiUbgrf88ippXVQ9t+rd1yr1mzyOIpzAKZyDB1dQhztoQBMYDOEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AALqNlA==</latexit >
pn k
<latexit sha1_base64="fNdHnXpqpV3gt2g26y27hNK8244=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX 7V+VT16CRbBi2VXBD14KHjxWMF+QLuUbJptwybZkGSFsvRHePGgiFd/jzf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeZHizFjf//ZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqG3STBPaIilPdTfChnImacsyy2lXaYpFxGknSu 5mfueJasNS+WgnioYCjySLGcHWSR01yOVFMh1Ua37dnwOtkqAgNSjQHFS/+sOUZIJKSzg2phf4yoY51pYRTqeVfmaowiTBI9pzVGJBTZjPz52iM6cMUZxqV9Kiufp7IsfCmImIXKfAdmyWvZn4 n9fLbHwT5kyqzFJJFovijCObotnvaMg0JZZPHMFEM3crImOsMbEuoYoLIVh+eZW0L+uBXw8ermqN2yKOMpzAKZxDANfQgHtoQgsIJPAMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5hj/wPn8AU3aPhw==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="fNdHnXpqpV3gt2g26y27hNK8244=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX 7V+VT16CRbBi2VXBD14KHjxWMF+QLuUbJptwybZkGSFsvRHePGgiFd/jzf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeZHizFjf//ZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqG3STBPaIilPdTfChnImacsyy2lXaYpFxGknSu 5mfueJasNS+WgnioYCjySLGcHWSR01yOVFMh1Ua37dnwOtkqAgNSjQHFS/+sOUZIJKSzg2phf4yoY51pYRTqeVfmaowiTBI9pzVGJBTZjPz52iM6cMUZxqV9Kiufp7IsfCmImIXKfAdmyWvZn4 n9fLbHwT5kyqzFJJFovijCObotnvaMg0JZZPHMFEM3crImOsMbEuoYoLIVh+eZW0L+uBXw8ermqN2yKOMpzAKZxDANfQgHtoQgsIJPAMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5hj/wPn8AU3aPhw==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="fNdHnXpqpV3gt2g26y27hNK8244=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX 7V+VT16CRbBi2VXBD14KHjxWMF+QLuUbJptwybZkGSFsvRHePGgiFd/jzf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeZHizFjf//ZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqG3STBPaIilPdTfChnImacsyy2lXaYpFxGknSu 5mfueJasNS+WgnioYCjySLGcHWSR01yOVFMh1Ua37dnwOtkqAgNSjQHFS/+sOUZIJKSzg2phf4yoY51pYRTqeVfmaowiTBI9pzVGJBTZjPz52iM6cMUZxqV9Kiufp7IsfCmImIXKfAdmyWvZn4 n9fLbHwT5kyqzFJJFovijCObotnvaMg0JZZPHMFEM3crImOsMbEuoYoLIVh+eZW0L+uBXw8ermqN2yKOMpzAKZxDANfQgHtoQgsIJPAMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5hj/wPn8AU3aPhw==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="fNdHnXpqpV3gt2g26y27hNK8244=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX 7V+VT16CRbBi2VXBD14KHjxWMF+QLuUbJptwybZkGSFsvRHePGgiFd/jzf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeZHizFjf//ZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqG3STBPaIilPdTfChnImacsyy2lXaYpFxGknSu 5mfueJasNS+WgnioYCjySLGcHWSR01yOVFMh1Ua37dnwOtkqAgNSjQHFS/+sOUZIJKSzg2phf4yoY51pYRTqeVfmaowiTBI9pzVGJBTZjPz52iM6cMUZxqV9Kiufp7IsfCmImIXKfAdmyWvZn4 n9fLbHwT5kyqzFJJFovijCObotnvaMg0JZZPHMFEM3crImOsMbEuoYoLIVh+eZW0L+uBXw8ermqN2yKOMpzAKZxDANfQgHtoQgsIJPAMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5hj/wPn8AU3aPhw==</lat exit>
ck+1
<latexit sha1_base64="b4o8UlXWMmjFWjc 91as0DSGAlrQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh48FLx4rGA/oA1ls520S zabsLsRSuiP8OJBEa/+Hm/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz84JUcG1c99spra1vbG6Vtys7u3v7B9XDo7 ZOMsWwxRKRqG5ANQousWW4EdhNFdI4ENgJoruZ33lCpXkiH80kRT+mI8lDzqixUocN8ujCmw6 qNbfuzkFWiVeQGhRoDqpf/WHCshilYYJq3fPc1Pg5VYYzgdNKP9OYUhbREfYslTRG7efzc6f kzCpDEibKljRkrv6eyGms9SQObGdMzVgvezPxP6+XmfDGz7lMM4OSLRaFmSAmIbPfyZArZEZM LKFMcXsrYWOqKDM2oYoNwVt+eZW0L+ueW/cermqN2yKOMpzAKZyDB9fQgHtoQgsYRPAMr/Dmp M6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4A36KPOw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b4o8UlXWMmjFWjc 91as0DSGAlrQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh48FLx4rGA/oA1ls520S zabsLsRSuiP8OJBEa/+Hm/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz84JUcG1c99spra1vbG6Vtys7u3v7B9XDo7 ZOMsWwxRKRqG5ANQousWW4EdhNFdI4ENgJoruZ33lCpXkiH80kRT+mI8lDzqixUocN8ujCmw6 qNbfuzkFWiVeQGhRoDqpf/WHCshilYYJq3fPc1Pg5VYYzgdNKP9OYUhbREfYslTRG7efzc6f kzCpDEibKljRkrv6eyGms9SQObGdMzVgvezPxP6+XmfDGz7lMM4OSLRaFmSAmIbPfyZArZEZM LKFMcXsrYWOqKDM2oYoNwVt+eZW0L+ueW/cermqN2yKOMpzAKZyDB9fQgHtoQgsYRPAMr/Dmp M6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4A36KPOw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b4o8UlXWMmjFWjc 91as0DSGAlrQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh48FLx4rGA/oA1ls520S zabsLsRSuiP8OJBEa/+Hm/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz84JUcG1c99spra1vbG6Vtys7u3v7B9XDo7 ZOMsWwxRKRqG5ANQousWW4EdhNFdI4ENgJoruZ33lCpXkiH80kRT+mI8lDzqixUocN8ujCmw6 qNbfuzkFWiVeQGhRoDqpf/WHCshilYYJq3fPc1Pg5VYYzgdNKP9OYUhbREfYslTRG7efzc6f kzCpDEibKljRkrv6eyGms9SQObGdMzVgvezPxP6+XmfDGz7lMM4OSLRaFmSAmIbPfyZArZEZM LKFMcXsrYWOqKDM2oYoNwVt+eZW0L+ueW/cermqN2yKOMpzAKZyDB9fQgHtoQgsYRPAMr/Dmp M6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4A36KPOw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b4o8UlXWMmjFWjc 91as0DSGAlrQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh48FLx4rGA/oA1ls520S zabsLsRSuiP8OJBEa/+Hm/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz84JUcG1c99spra1vbG6Vtys7u3v7B9XDo7 ZOMsWwxRKRqG5ANQousWW4EdhNFdI4ENgJoruZ33lCpXkiH80kRT+mI8lDzqixUocN8ujCmw6 qNbfuzkFWiVeQGhRoDqpf/WHCshilYYJq3fPc1Pg5VYYzgdNKP9OYUhbREfYslTRG7efzc6f kzCpDEibKljRkrv6eyGms9SQObGdMzVgvezPxP6+XmfDGz7lMM4OSLRaFmSAmIbPfyZArZEZM LKFMcXsrYWOqKDM2oYoNwVt+eZW0L+ueW/cermqN2yKOMpzAKZyDB9fQgHtoQgsYRPAMr/Dmp M6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4A36KPOw==</latexit>
c2k
<latexit sha1_base64="VJG/nOToLL+JzoB cUUKKapK9W3A=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0QtLAI2FhGMB+QHGFvs0nW7 O0eu3NCOPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMixIpLPr+t7e2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6Om1 anhvEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0YTuNI8lY0vp35rSdurNDqAScJD2M6VGIgGEUnNVkvq46nvVL Zr/hzkFUS5KQMOeq90le3r1kac4VMUms7gZ9gmFGDgkk+LXZTyxPKxnTIO44qGnMbZvNrp+T cKX0y0MaVQjJXf09kNLZ2EkeuM6Y4ssveTPzP66Q4uA4zoZIUuWKLRYNUEtRk9jrpC8MZyokj lBnhbiVsRA1l6AIquhCC5ZdXSbNaCfxKcH9Zrt3kcRTgFM7gAgK4ghrcQR0awOARnuEV3jztv Xjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPH3jWjwc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VJG/nOToLL+JzoB cUUKKapK9W3A=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0QtLAI2FhGMB+QHGFvs0nW7 O0eu3NCOPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMixIpLPr+t7e2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6Om1 anhvEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0YTuNI8lY0vp35rSdurNDqAScJD2M6VGIgGEUnNVkvq46nvVL Zr/hzkFUS5KQMOeq90le3r1kac4VMUms7gZ9gmFGDgkk+LXZTyxPKxnTIO44qGnMbZvNrp+T cKX0y0MaVQjJXf09kNLZ2EkeuM6Y4ssveTPzP66Q4uA4zoZIUuWKLRYNUEtRk9jrpC8MZyokj lBnhbiVsRA1l6AIquhCC5ZdXSbNaCfxKcH9Zrt3kcRTgFM7gAgK4ghrcQR0awOARnuEV3jztv Xjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPH3jWjwc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VJG/nOToLL+JzoB cUUKKapK9W3A=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0QtLAI2FhGMB+QHGFvs0nW7 O0eu3NCOPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMixIpLPr+t7e2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6Om1 anhvEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0YTuNI8lY0vp35rSdurNDqAScJD2M6VGIgGEUnNVkvq46nvVL Zr/hzkFUS5KQMOeq90le3r1kac4VMUms7gZ9gmFGDgkk+LXZTyxPKxnTIO44qGnMbZvNrp+T cKX0y0MaVQjJXf09kNLZ2EkeuM6Y4ssveTPzP66Q4uA4zoZIUuWKLRYNUEtRk9jrpC8MZyokj lBnhbiVsRA1l6AIquhCC5ZdXSbNaCfxKcH9Zrt3kcRTgFM7gAgK4ghrcQR0awOARnuEV3jztv Xjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPH3jWjwc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VJG/nOToLL+JzoB cUUKKapK9W3A=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0QtLAI2FhGMB+QHGFvs0nW7 O0eu3NCOPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMixIpLPr+t7e2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6Om1 anhvEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0YTuNI8lY0vp35rSdurNDqAScJD2M6VGIgGEUnNVkvq46nvVL Zr/hzkFUS5KQMOeq90le3r1kac4VMUms7gZ9gmFGDgkk+LXZTyxPKxnTIO44qGnMbZvNrp+T cKX0y0MaVQjJXf09kNLZ2EkeuM6Y4ssveTPzP66Q4uA4zoZIUuWKLRYNUEtRk9jrpC8MZyokj lBnhbiVsRA1l6AIquhCC5ZdXSbNaCfxKcH9Zrt3kcRTgFM7gAgK4ghrcQR0awOARnuEV3jztv Xjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPH3jWjwc=</latexit>
vn k+1
<latexit sha1_base64="T3jLnX1rIJv/rBVLp0IRdNggosw=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ34W etX1aOXYBEEseyKoAcPBS8eK9gPaZeSTbNtaJJdkmyhLP0VXjwo4tWf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXpgIbqznfaOV1bX1jc3CVnF7Z3dvv3Rw2DBxqimr01jEuhUSwwRXrG65FayVaEZkKFgzHN 5N/eaIacNj9WjHCQsk6SsecUqsk55G3UxdDM/9SbdU9ireDHiZ+DkpQ45at/TV6cU0lUxZKogxbd9LbJARbTkVbFLspIYlhA5Jn7UdVUQyE2Szgyf41Ck9HMXalbJ4pv6eyIg0ZixD1ymJHZhF byr+57VTG90EGVdJapmi80VRKrCN8fR73OOaUSvGjhCqubsV0wHRhFqXUdGF4C++vEwalxXfq/gPV+XqbR5HAY7hBM7Ah2uowj3UoA4UJDzDK7whjV7QO/qYt66gfOYI/gB9/gA3Ro/9</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="T3jLnX1rIJv/rBVLp0IRdNggosw=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ34W etX1aOXYBEEseyKoAcPBS8eK9gPaZeSTbNtaJJdkmyhLP0VXjwo4tWf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXpgIbqznfaOV1bX1jc3CVnF7Z3dvv3Rw2DBxqimr01jEuhUSwwRXrG65FayVaEZkKFgzHN 5N/eaIacNj9WjHCQsk6SsecUqsk55G3UxdDM/9SbdU9ireDHiZ+DkpQ45at/TV6cU0lUxZKogxbd9LbJARbTkVbFLspIYlhA5Jn7UdVUQyE2Szgyf41Ck9HMXalbJ4pv6eyIg0ZixD1ymJHZhF byr+57VTG90EGVdJapmi80VRKrCN8fR73OOaUSvGjhCqubsV0wHRhFqXUdGF4C++vEwalxXfq/gPV+XqbR5HAY7hBM7Ah2uowj3UoA4UJDzDK7whjV7QO/qYt66gfOYI/gB9/gA3Ro/9</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="T3jLnX1rIJv/rBVLp0IRdNggosw=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ34W etX1aOXYBEEseyKoAcPBS8eK9gPaZeSTbNtaJJdkmyhLP0VXjwo4tWf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXpgIbqznfaOV1bX1jc3CVnF7Z3dvv3Rw2DBxqimr01jEuhUSwwRXrG65FayVaEZkKFgzHN 5N/eaIacNj9WjHCQsk6SsecUqsk55G3UxdDM/9SbdU9ireDHiZ+DkpQ45at/TV6cU0lUxZKogxbd9LbJARbTkVbFLspIYlhA5Jn7UdVUQyE2Szgyf41Ck9HMXalbJ4pv6eyIg0ZixD1ymJHZhF byr+57VTG90EGVdJapmi80VRKrCN8fR73OOaUSvGjhCqubsV0wHRhFqXUdGF4C++vEwalxXfq/gPV+XqbR5HAY7hBM7Ah2uowj3UoA4UJDzDK7whjV7QO/qYt66gfOYI/gB9/gA3Ro/9</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="T3jLnX1rIJv/rBVLp0IRdNggosw=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ34W etX1aOXYBEEseyKoAcPBS8eK9gPaZeSTbNtaJJdkmyhLP0VXjwo4tWf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXpgIbqznfaOV1bX1jc3CVnF7Z3dvv3Rw2DBxqimr01jEuhUSwwRXrG65FayVaEZkKFgzHN 5N/eaIacNj9WjHCQsk6SsecUqsk55G3UxdDM/9SbdU9ireDHiZ+DkpQ45at/TV6cU0lUxZKogxbd9LbJARbTkVbFLspIYlhA5Jn7UdVUQyE2Szgyf41Ck9HMXalbJ4pv6eyIg0ZixD1ymJHZhF byr+57VTG90EGVdJapmi80VRKrCN8fR73OOaUSvGjhCqubsV0wHRhFqXUdGF4C++vEwalxXfq/gPV+XqbR5HAY7hBM7Ah2uowj3UoA4UJDzDK7whjV7QO/qYt66gfOYI/gB9/gA3Ro/9</lat exit>
vn k+2
<latexit sha1_base64="HSLutr6cv+C0g5DwQ6LRSGNGOy8=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX 7V+VT16CRZBEMtuEfTgoeDFYwX7Ie1Ssmm2DU2yS5ItlKW/wosHRbz6c7z5b0y3e9DWBwOP92aYmRfEnGnjut9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDs Z3c789oUqzSD6aaUx9gYeShYxgY6WnST+Vl+OL2qxfrrhVNwNaJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYRSQSVhnCsdddzY+OnWBlGOJ2VeommMSZjPKRdSyUWVPtpdvAMnVllgMJI2ZIGZerviRQLracisJ0Cm5Fe 9ubif143MeGNnzIZJ4ZKslgUJhyZCM2/RwOmKDF8agkmitlbERlhhYmxGZVsCN7yy6ukVat6btV7uKrUb/M4inACp3AOHlxDHe6hAU0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AOMuP/g==< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HSLutr6cv+C0g5DwQ6LRSGNGOy8=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX 7V+VT16CRZBEMtuEfTgoeDFYwX7Ie1Ssmm2DU2yS5ItlKW/wosHRbz6c7z5b0y3e9DWBwOP92aYmRfEnGnjut9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDs Z3c789oUqzSD6aaUx9gYeShYxgY6WnST+Vl+OL2qxfrrhVNwNaJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYRSQSVhnCsdddzY+OnWBlGOJ2VeommMSZjPKRdSyUWVPtpdvAMnVllgMJI2ZIGZerviRQLracisJ0Cm5Fe 9ubif143MeGNnzIZJ4ZKslgUJhyZCM2/RwOmKDF8agkmitlbERlhhYmxGZVsCN7yy6ukVat6btV7uKrUb/M4inACp3AOHlxDHe6hAU0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AOMuP/g==< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HSLutr6cv+C0g5DwQ6LRSGNGOy8=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX 7V+VT16CRZBEMtuEfTgoeDFYwX7Ie1Ssmm2DU2yS5ItlKW/wosHRbz6c7z5b0y3e9DWBwOP92aYmRfEnGnjut9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDs Z3c789oUqzSD6aaUx9gYeShYxgY6WnST+Vl+OL2qxfrrhVNwNaJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYRSQSVhnCsdddzY+OnWBlGOJ2VeommMSZjPKRdSyUWVPtpdvAMnVllgMJI2ZIGZerviRQLracisJ0Cm5Fe 9ubif143MeGNnzIZJ4ZKslgUJhyZCM2/RwOmKDF8agkmitlbERlhhYmxGZVsCN7yy6ukVat6btV7uKrUb/M4inACp3AOHlxDHe6hAU0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AOMuP/g==< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HSLutr6cv+C0g5DwQ6LRSGNGOy8=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX 7V+VT16CRZBEMtuEfTgoeDFYwX7Ie1Ssmm2DU2yS5ItlKW/wosHRbz6c7z5b0y3e9DWBwOP92aYmRfEnGnjut9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDs Z3c789oUqzSD6aaUx9gYeShYxgY6WnST+Vl+OL2qxfrrhVNwNaJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYRSQSVhnCsdddzY+OnWBlGOJ2VeommMSZjPKRdSyUWVPtpdvAMnVllgMJI2ZIGZerviRQLracisJ0Cm5Fe 9ubif143MeGNnzIZJ4ZKslgUJhyZCM2/RwOmKDF8agkmitlbERlhhYmxGZVsCN7yy6ukVat6btV7uKrUb/M4inACp3AOHlxDHe6hAU0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AOMuP/g==< /latexit>
vn
<latexit sha1_base64="FK1XzOypQonSpUOcY9XEeLtkgFg=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX zF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsXCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEihUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGXiVDPeZLGMdSeghkuheBMFSt5JNKdRIHk7GN /N/faEayNi9YTThPsRHSoRCkbRSo+TvuqXK27VXYCsEy8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFXyCQ1puu5CfoZ1SiY5LNSLzU8oWxMh7xrqaIRN362OHVGLqwyIGGsbSkkC/X3REYjY6ZRYDsjiiOz6s3F/7xu iuGNnwmVpMgVWy4KU0kwJvO/yUBozlBOLaFMC3srYSOqKUObTsmG4K2+vE5aV1XPrXoP15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AQGQ3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz9jSo3V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FK1XzOypQonSpUOcY9XEeLtkgFg=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX zF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsXCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEihUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGXiVDPeZLGMdSeghkuheBMFSt5JNKdRIHk7GN /N/faEayNi9YTThPsRHSoRCkbRSo+TvuqXK27VXYCsEy8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFXyCQ1puu5CfoZ1SiY5LNSLzU8oWxMh7xrqaIRN362OHVGLqwyIGGsbSkkC/X3REYjY6ZRYDsjiiOz6s3F/7xu iuGNnwmVpMgVWy4KU0kwJvO/yUBozlBOLaFMC3srYSOqKUObTsmG4K2+vE5aV1XPrXoP15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AQGQ3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz9jSo3V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FK1XzOypQonSpUOcY9XEeLtkgFg=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX zF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsXCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEihUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGXiVDPeZLGMdSeghkuheBMFSt5JNKdRIHk7GN /N/faEayNi9YTThPsRHSoRCkbRSo+TvuqXK27VXYCsEy8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFXyCQ1puu5CfoZ1SiY5LNSLzU8oWxMh7xrqaIRN362OHVGLqwyIGGsbSkkC/X3REYjY6ZRYDsjiiOz6s3F/7xu iuGNnwmVpMgVWy4KU0kwJvO/yUBozlBOLaFMC3srYSOqKUObTsmG4K2+vE5aV1XPrXoP15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AQGQ3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz9jSo3V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FK1XzOypQonSpUOcY9XEeLtkgFg=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX zF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsXCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEihUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGXiVDPeZLGMdSeghkuheBMFSt5JNKdRIHk7GN /N/faEayNi9YTThPsRHSoRCkbRSo+TvuqXK27VXYCsEy8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFXyCQ1puu5CfoZ1SiY5LNSLzU8oWxMh7xrqaIRN362OHVGLqwyIGGsbSkkC/X3REYjY6ZRYDsjiiOz6s3F/7xu iuGNnwmVpMgVWy4KU0kwJvO/yUBozlBOLaFMC3srYSOqKUObTsmG4K2+vE5aV1XPrXoP15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AQGQ3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz9jSo3V</latexit>
pn k+1
<latexit sha1_base64="getC7jL+WJJYOJdEDMyVGhlzxpE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNr xhfUY9eBoMgiGFXBD14CHjxGME8JFnC7GQ2GTKPZWZWCEu+wosHRbz6Od78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0o4M9b3v73Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aBqVakIbRHGl2xE2lDNJG5ZZTtuJplhEnLai0e 3Ubz1RbZiSD3ac0FDggWQxI9g66THpZfJ8dBZMeuWKX/VnQMskyEkFctR75a9uX5FUUGkJx8Z0Aj+xYYa1ZYTTSambGppgMsID2nFUYkFNmM0OnqATp/RRrLQradFM/T2RYWHMWESuU2A7NIve VPzP66Q2vg4zJpPUUknmi+KUI6vQ9HvUZ5oSy8eOYKKZuxWRIdaYWJdRyYUQLL68TJoX1cCvBveXldpNHkcRjuAYTiGAK6jBHdShAQQEPMMrvHnae/HevY95a8HLZw7hD7zPHy3+j/c=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="getC7jL+WJJYOJdEDMyVGhlzxpE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNr xhfUY9eBoMgiGFXBD14CHjxGME8JFnC7GQ2GTKPZWZWCEu+wosHRbz6Od78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0o4M9b3v73Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aBqVakIbRHGl2xE2lDNJG5ZZTtuJplhEnLai0e 3Ubz1RbZiSD3ac0FDggWQxI9g66THpZfJ8dBZMeuWKX/VnQMskyEkFctR75a9uX5FUUGkJx8Z0Aj+xYYa1ZYTTSambGppgMsID2nFUYkFNmM0OnqATp/RRrLQradFM/T2RYWHMWESuU2A7NIve VPzP66Q2vg4zJpPUUknmi+KUI6vQ9HvUZ5oSy8eOYKKZuxWRIdaYWJdRyYUQLL68TJoX1cCvBveXldpNHkcRjuAYTiGAK6jBHdShAQQEPMMrvHnae/HevY95a8HLZw7hD7zPHy3+j/c=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="getC7jL+WJJYOJdEDMyVGhlzxpE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNr xhfUY9eBoMgiGFXBD14CHjxGME8JFnC7GQ2GTKPZWZWCEu+wosHRbz6Od78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0o4M9b3v73Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aBqVakIbRHGl2xE2lDNJG5ZZTtuJplhEnLai0e 3Ubz1RbZiSD3ac0FDggWQxI9g66THpZfJ8dBZMeuWKX/VnQMskyEkFctR75a9uX5FUUGkJx8Z0Aj+xYYa1ZYTTSambGppgMsID2nFUYkFNmM0OnqATp/RRrLQradFM/T2RYWHMWESuU2A7NIve VPzP66Q2vg4zJpPUUknmi+KUI6vQ9HvUZ5oSy8eOYKKZuxWRIdaYWJdRyYUQLL68TJoX1cCvBveXldpNHkcRjuAYTiGAK6jBHdShAQQEPMMrvHnae/HevY95a8HLZw7hD7zPHy3+j/c=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="getC7jL+WJJYOJdEDMyVGhlzxpE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNr xhfUY9eBoMgiGFXBD14CHjxGME8JFnC7GQ2GTKPZWZWCEu+wosHRbz6Od78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0o4M9b3v73Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aBqVakIbRHGl2xE2lDNJG5ZZTtuJplhEnLai0e 3Ubz1RbZiSD3ac0FDggWQxI9g66THpZfJ8dBZMeuWKX/VnQMskyEkFctR75a9uX5FUUGkJx8Z0Aj+xYYa1ZYTTSambGppgMsID2nFUYkFNmM0OnqATp/RRrLQradFM/T2RYWHMWESuU2A7NIve VPzP66Q2vg4zJpPUUknmi+KUI6vQ9HvUZ5oSy8eOYKKZuxWRIdaYWJdRyYUQLL68TJoX1cCvBveXldpNHkcRjuAYTiGAK6jBHdShAQQEPMMrvHnae/HevY95a8HLZw7hD7zPHy3+j/c=</lat exit>
pn k+2
<latexit sha1_base64="joUJFb81QIyCiCpQVMpG6mZoasI=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1G eMr6tHLYBAEMewGQQ8eAl48RjAPSZYwO5lNhsxjmZkVwpKv8OJBEa9+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuihLOjPX9b29ldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNo1KNaENorjS7QgbypmkDcssp+1EUywiTlvR6H bqt56oNkzJBztOaCjwQLKYEWyd9Jj0MnkxOq9OeqWyX/FnQMskyEkZctR7pa9uX5FUUGkJx8Z0Aj+xYYa1ZYTTSbGbGppgMsID2nFUYkFNmM0OnqBTp/RRrLQradFM/T2RYWHMWESuU2A7NIve VPzP66Q2vg4zJpPUUknmi+KUI6vQ9HvUZ5oSy8eOYKKZuxWRIdaYWJdR0YUQLL68TJrVSuBXgvvLcu0mj6MAx3ACZxDAFdTgDurQAAICnuEV3jztvXjv3se8dcXLZ47gD7zPHy+Dj/g=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="joUJFb81QIyCiCpQVMpG6mZoasI=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1G eMr6tHLYBAEMewGQQ8eAl48RjAPSZYwO5lNhsxjmZkVwpKv8OJBEa9+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuihLOjPX9b29ldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNo1KNaENorjS7QgbypmkDcssp+1EUywiTlvR6H bqt56oNkzJBztOaCjwQLKYEWyd9Jj0MnkxOq9OeqWyX/FnQMskyEkZctR7pa9uX5FUUGkJx8Z0Aj+xYYa1ZYTTSbGbGppgMsID2nFUYkFNmM0OnqBTp/RRrLQradFM/T2RYWHMWESuU2A7NIve VPzP66Q2vg4zJpPUUknmi+KUI6vQ9HvUZ5oSy8eOYKKZuxWRIdaYWJdR0YUQLL68TJrVSuBXgvvLcu0mj6MAx3ACZxDAFdTgDurQAAICnuEV3jztvXjv3se8dcXLZ47gD7zPHy+Dj/g=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="joUJFb81QIyCiCpQVMpG6mZoasI=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1G eMr6tHLYBAEMewGQQ8eAl48RjAPSZYwO5lNhsxjmZkVwpKv8OJBEa9+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuihLOjPX9b29ldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNo1KNaENorjS7QgbypmkDcssp+1EUywiTlvR6H bqt56oNkzJBztOaCjwQLKYEWyd9Jj0MnkxOq9OeqWyX/FnQMskyEkZctR7pa9uX5FUUGkJx8Z0Aj+xYYa1ZYTTSbGbGppgMsID2nFUYkFNmM0OnqBTp/RRrLQradFM/T2RYWHMWESuU2A7NIve VPzP66Q2vg4zJpPUUknmi+KUI6vQ9HvUZ5oSy8eOYKKZuxWRIdaYWJdR0YUQLL68TJrVSuBXgvvLcu0mj6MAx3ACZxDAFdTgDurQAAICnuEV3jztvXjv3se8dcXLZ47gD7zPHy+Dj/g=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="joUJFb81QIyCiCpQVMpG6mZoasI=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1G eMr6tHLYBAEMewGQQ8eAl48RjAPSZYwO5lNhsxjmZkVwpKv8OJBEa9+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuihLOjPX9b29ldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNo1KNaENorjS7QgbypmkDcssp+1EUywiTlvR6H bqt56oNkzJBztOaCjwQLKYEWyd9Jj0MnkxOq9OeqWyX/FnQMskyEkZctR7pa9uX5FUUGkJx8Z0Aj+xYYa1ZYTTSbGbGppgMsID2nFUYkFNmM0OnqBTp/RRrLQradFM/T2RYWHMWESuU2A7NIve VPzP66Q2vg4zJpPUUknmi+KUI6vQ9HvUZ5oSy8eOYKKZuxWRIdaYWJdR0YUQLL68TJrVSuBXgvvLcu0mj6MAx3ACZxDAFdTgDurQAAICnuEV3jztvXjv3se8dcXLZ47gD7zPHy+Dj/g=</lat exit>
pn
<latexit sha1_base64="tiU7vcyOVKq1EpPitIoFJ2zN5cA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NZxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5H bud55QaR7LRzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs9JAM5KBac+tuDrJKvILUoEBzUP3qD2OWRigNE1Trnucmxs+oMpwJnFX6qcaEsgkdYc9SSSPUfpafOiNnVhmSMFa2pCG5+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73szcX/vF5q wms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0KjYEb/nlVdK+qHtu3bu/rDVuijjKcAKncA4eXEED7qAJLWAwgmd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC05xcwx/IHz+QNaJo3P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tiU7vcyOVKq1EpPitIoFJ2zN5cA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NZxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5H bud55QaR7LRzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs9JAM5KBac+tuDrJKvILUoEBzUP3qD2OWRigNE1Trnucmxs+oMpwJnFX6qcaEsgkdYc9SSSPUfpafOiNnVhmSMFa2pCG5+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73szcX/vF5q wms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0KjYEb/nlVdK+qHtu3bu/rDVuijjKcAKncA4eXEED7qAJLWAwgmd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC05xcwx/IHz+QNaJo3P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tiU7vcyOVKq1EpPitIoFJ2zN5cA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NZxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5H bud55QaR7LRzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs9JAM5KBac+tuDrJKvILUoEBzUP3qD2OWRigNE1Trnucmxs+oMpwJnFX6qcaEsgkdYc9SSSPUfpafOiNnVhmSMFa2pCG5+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73szcX/vF5q wms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0KjYEb/nlVdK+qHtu3bu/rDVuijjKcAKncA4eXEED7qAJLWAwgmd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC05xcwx/IHz+QNaJo3P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tiU7vcyOVKq1EpPitIoFJ2zN5cA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHghePFe0HtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NZxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5H bud55QaR7LRzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs9JAM5KBac+tuDrJKvILUoEBzUP3qD2OWRigNE1Trnucmxs+oMpwJnFX6qcaEsgkdYc9SSSPUfpafOiNnVhmSMFa2pCG5+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73szcX/vF5q wms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0KjYEb/nlVdK+qHtu3bu/rDVuijjKcAKncA4eXEED7qAJLWAwgmd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC05xcwx/IHz+QNaJo3P</latexit>
V1
<latexit sha1_base64="k5DGYzlBBqDucdC 22gNpq7z/jQc=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFW5F0DJgYxnRxEByhL3NXrJkb +/YnRPCkZ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZemCpp0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2y QzXLR4ohLTCZkVSmrRQolKdFIjWBwq8RiOb2b+45MwVib6ASepCGI21DKSnKGT7tt92q/W/Lo /B1kltCA1KNDsV796g4RnsdDIFbO2S/0Ug5wZlFyJaaWXWZEyPmZD0XVUs1jYIJ+fOiVnThm QKDGuNJK5+nsiZ7G1kzh0nTHDkV32ZuJ/XjfD6DrIpU4zFJovFkWZIpiQ2d9kII3gqCaOMG6k u5XwETOMo0un4kKgyy+vkvZFnfp1endZazSKOMpwAqdwDhSuoAG30IQWcBjCM7zCm6e8F+/d+ 1i0lrxi5hj+wPv8Adc7jXw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k5DGYzlBBqDucdC 22gNpq7z/jQc=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFW5F0DJgYxnRxEByhL3NXrJkb +/YnRPCkZ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZemCpp0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2y QzXLR4ohLTCZkVSmrRQolKdFIjWBwq8RiOb2b+45MwVib6ASepCGI21DKSnKGT7tt92q/W/Lo /B1kltCA1KNDsV796g4RnsdDIFbO2S/0Ug5wZlFyJaaWXWZEyPmZD0XVUs1jYIJ+fOiVnThm QKDGuNJK5+nsiZ7G1kzh0nTHDkV32ZuJ/XjfD6DrIpU4zFJovFkWZIpiQ2d9kII3gqCaOMG6k u5XwETOMo0un4kKgyy+vkvZFnfp1endZazSKOMpwAqdwDhSuoAG30IQWcBjCM7zCm6e8F+/d+ 1i0lrxi5hj+wPv8Adc7jXw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k5DGYzlBBqDucdC 22gNpq7z/jQc=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFW5F0DJgYxnRxEByhL3NXrJkb +/YnRPCkZ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZemCpp0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2y QzXLR4ohLTCZkVSmrRQolKdFIjWBwq8RiOb2b+45MwVib6ASepCGI21DKSnKGT7tt92q/W/Lo /B1kltCA1KNDsV796g4RnsdDIFbO2S/0Ug5wZlFyJaaWXWZEyPmZD0XVUs1jYIJ+fOiVnThm QKDGuNJK5+nsiZ7G1kzh0nTHDkV32ZuJ/XjfD6DrIpU4zFJovFkWZIpiQ2d9kII3gqCaOMG6k u5XwETOMo0un4kKgyy+vkvZFnfp1endZazSKOMpwAqdwDhSuoAG30IQWcBjCM7zCm6e8F+/d+ 1i0lrxi5hj+wPv8Adc7jXw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k5DGYzlBBqDucdC 22gNpq7z/jQc=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFW5F0DJgYxnRxEByhL3NXrJkb +/YnRPCkZ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZemCpp0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2y QzXLR4ohLTCZkVSmrRQolKdFIjWBwq8RiOb2b+45MwVib6ASepCGI21DKSnKGT7tt92q/W/Lo /B1kltCA1KNDsV796g4RnsdDIFbO2S/0Ug5wZlFyJaaWXWZEyPmZD0XVUs1jYIJ+fOiVnThm QKDGuNJK5+nsiZ7G1kzh0nTHDkV32ZuJ/XjfD6DrIpU4zFJovFkWZIpiQ2d9kII3gqCaOMG6k u5XwETOMo0un4kKgyy+vkvZFnfp1endZazSKOMpwAqdwDhSuoAG30IQWcBjCM7zCm6e8F+/d+ 1i0lrxi5hj+wPv8Adc7jXw=</latexit>
V2
<latexit sha1_base64="VQOvPiZkjZo7oWQj5LgSCErLPeU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/oh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0PO+ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHjkHp+0TZJpxlsskYnuhtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4l74ST27 nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSQ3tQH7hVr+YtQNaJX5AqFGgO3K/+MGFZzBUySY3p+V6KQU41Cib5rNLPDE8pm9AR71mqaMxNkC9OnZELqwxJlGhbCslC/T2R09iYaRzazpji2Kx6c/E/r5dh dBPkQqUZcsWWi6JMEkzI/G8yFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0KZTsSH4qy+vk3a95ns1//6q2mgUcZThDM7hEny4hgbcQRNawGAEz/AKb450Xpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB9i/jX0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VQOvPiZkjZo7oWQj5LgSCErLPeU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/oh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0PO+ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHjkHp+0TZJpxlsskYnuhtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4l74ST27 nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSQ3tQH7hVr+YtQNaJX5AqFGgO3K/+MGFZzBUySY3p+V6KQU41Cib5rNLPDE8pm9AR71mqaMxNkC9OnZELqwxJlGhbCslC/T2R09iYaRzazpji2Kx6c/E/r5dh dBPkQqUZcsWWi6JMEkzI/G8yFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0KZTsSH4qy+vk3a95ns1//6q2mgUcZThDM7hEny4hgbcQRNawGAEz/AKb450Xpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB9i/jX0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VQOvPiZkjZo7oWQj5LgSCErLPeU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/oh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0PO+ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHjkHp+0TZJpxlsskYnuhtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4l74ST27 nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSQ3tQH7hVr+YtQNaJX5AqFGgO3K/+MGFZzBUySY3p+V6KQU41Cib5rNLPDE8pm9AR71mqaMxNkC9OnZELqwxJlGhbCslC/T2R09iYaRzazpji2Kx6c/E/r5dh dBPkQqUZcsWWi6JMEkzI/G8yFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0KZTsSH4qy+vk3a95ns1//6q2mgUcZThDM7hEny4hgbcQRNawGAEz/AKb450Xpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB9i/jX0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VQOvPiZkjZo7oWQj5LgSCErLPeU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/oh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0PO+ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHjkHp+0TZJpxlsskYnuhtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4l74ST27 nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSQ3tQH7hVr+YtQNaJX5AqFGgO3K/+MGFZzBUySY3p+V6KQU41Cib5rNLPDE8pm9AR71mqaMxNkC9OnZELqwxJlGhbCslC/T2R09iYaRzazpji2Kx6c/E/r5dh dBPkQqUZcsWWi6JMEkzI/G8yFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0KZTsSH4qy+vk3a95ns1//6q2mgUcZThDM7hEny4hgbcQRNawGAEz/AKb450Xpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB9i/jX0=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="jmDXBcBDJeNe8eMjOzHyd4tolDY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgMxFL3js 9ZX1aWbYBFclRkRdFlw47IF+4B2kEx6p43NJEOSEcrQL3DjQhG3fpI7/8a0nYW2HggczjmX3HuiVHBjff/bW1vf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8dtozLNsMWUULobUYOCS2xZbgV2U400iQR2ovHtzO 88oTZcyXs7STFM6FDymDNqndRsPFSqfs2fg6ySoCBVKODyX/2BYlmC0jJBjekFfmrDnGrLmcBpuZ8ZTCkb0yH2HJU0QRPm80Wn5NwpAxIr7Z60ZK7+nshpYswkiVwyoXZklr2Z+J/Xy2x8E+Zc pplFyRYfxZkgVpHZ1WTANTIrJo5QprnblbAR1ZRZ103ZlRAsn7xK2pe1wK8FzatqvV7UUYJTOIMLCOAa6nAHDWgBA4RneIU379F78d69j0V0zStmTuAPvM8fqP+M0g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jmDXBcBDJeNe8eMjOzHyd4tolDY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgMxFL3js 9ZX1aWbYBFclRkRdFlw47IF+4B2kEx6p43NJEOSEcrQL3DjQhG3fpI7/8a0nYW2HggczjmX3HuiVHBjff/bW1vf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8dtozLNsMWUULobUYOCS2xZbgV2U400iQR2ovHtzO 88oTZcyXs7STFM6FDymDNqndRsPFSqfs2fg6ySoCBVKODyX/2BYlmC0jJBjekFfmrDnGrLmcBpuZ8ZTCkb0yH2HJU0QRPm80Wn5NwpAxIr7Z60ZK7+nshpYswkiVwyoXZklr2Z+J/Xy2x8E+Zc pplFyRYfxZkgVpHZ1WTANTIrJo5QprnblbAR1ZRZ103ZlRAsn7xK2pe1wK8FzatqvV7UUYJTOIMLCOAa6nAHDWgBA4RneIU379F78d69j0V0zStmTuAPvM8fqP+M0g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jmDXBcBDJeNe8eMjOzHyd4tolDY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgMxFL3js 9ZX1aWbYBFclRkRdFlw47IF+4B2kEx6p43NJEOSEcrQL3DjQhG3fpI7/8a0nYW2HggczjmX3HuiVHBjff/bW1vf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8dtozLNsMWUULobUYOCS2xZbgV2U400iQR2ovHtzO 88oTZcyXs7STFM6FDymDNqndRsPFSqfs2fg6ySoCBVKODyX/2BYlmC0jJBjekFfmrDnGrLmcBpuZ8ZTCkb0yH2HJU0QRPm80Wn5NwpAxIr7Z60ZK7+nshpYswkiVwyoXZklr2Z+J/Xy2x8E+Zc pplFyRYfxZkgVpHZ1WTANTIrJo5QprnblbAR1ZRZ103ZlRAsn7xK2pe1wK8FzatqvV7UUYJTOIMLCOAa6nAHDWgBA4RneIU379F78d69j0V0zStmTuAPvM8fqP+M0g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jmDXBcBDJeNe8eMjOzHyd4tolDY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgMxFL3js 9ZX1aWbYBFclRkRdFlw47IF+4B2kEx6p43NJEOSEcrQL3DjQhG3fpI7/8a0nYW2HggczjmX3HuiVHBjff/bW1vf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8dtozLNsMWUULobUYOCS2xZbgV2U400iQR2ovHtzO 88oTZcyXs7STFM6FDymDNqndRsPFSqfs2fg6ySoCBVKODyX/2BYlmC0jJBjekFfmrDnGrLmcBpuZ8ZTCkb0yH2HJU0QRPm80Wn5NwpAxIr7Z60ZK7+nshpYswkiVwyoXZklr2Z+J/Xy2x8E+Zc pplFyRYfxZkgVpHZ1WTANTIrJo5QprnblbAR1ZRZ103ZlRAsn7xK2pe1wK8FzatqvV7UUYJTOIMLCOAa6nAHDWgBA4RneIU379F78d69j0V0zStmTuAPvM8fqP+M0g==</latexit>
C
<latexit sha1_base64="bnp4bnshAdJkqu2 AGAR/qnDm/9k=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdCLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m 03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8 epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTxsLvPqHSPJYPZpagH9Gx5CFn1Fip1RiWK27VXYJ sEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBg rW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asI7P+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2t hE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr3Vbq9TyOIlzAJVyDBzWowz00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+V q0FJ585hz9wPn8AlUuMxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bnp4bnshAdJkqu2 AGAR/qnDm/9k=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdCLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m 03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8 epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTxsLvPqHSPJYPZpagH9Gx5CFn1Fip1RiWK27VXYJ sEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBg rW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asI7P+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2t hE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr3Vbq9TyOIlzAJVyDBzWowz00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+V q0FJ585hz9wPn8AlUuMxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bnp4bnshAdJkqu2 AGAR/qnDm/9k=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdCLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m 03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8 epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTxsLvPqHSPJYPZpagH9Gx5CFn1Fip1RiWK27VXYJ sEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBg rW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asI7P+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2t hE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr3Vbq9TyOIlzAJVyDBzWowz00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+V q0FJ585hz9wPn8AlUuMxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bnp4bnshAdJkqu2 AGAR/qnDm/9k=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdCLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m 03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8 epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTxsLvPqHSPJYPZpagH9Gx5CFn1Fip1RiWK27VXYJ sEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBg rW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asI7P+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2t hE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr3Vbq9TyOIlzAJVyDBzWowz00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+V q0FJ585hz9wPn8AlUuMxQ==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="93EaVd2EWVqIRGPH0EtUlAsHzUo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF721YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3 O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5v2gXHGr7gJknXg5qUCOxqD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWUTOsKepZJGqP1sceiMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhPe +BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT+NRlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGZlOyIXirL6+T9lXVc6te87pSr+dxFOEMzuESPKhBHe6gAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDnmOMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="93EaVd2EWVqIRGPH0EtUlAsHzUo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF721YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3 O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5v2gXHGr7gJknXg5qUCOxqD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWUTOsKepZJGqP1sceiMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhPe +BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT+NRlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGZlOyIXirL6+T9lXVc6te87pSr+dxFOEMzuESPKhBHe6gAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDnmOMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="93EaVd2EWVqIRGPH0EtUlAsHzUo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF721YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3 O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5v2gXHGr7gJknXg5qUCOxqD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWUTOsKepZJGqP1sceiMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhPe +BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT+NRlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGZlOyIXirL6+T9lXVc6te87pSr+dxFOEMzuESPKhBHe6gAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDnmOMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="93EaVd2EWVqIRGPH0EtUlAsHzUo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF721YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3 O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5v2gXHGr7gJknXg5qUCOxqD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWUTOsKepZJGqP1sceiMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhPe +BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT+NRlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGZlOyIXirL6+T9lXVc6te87pSr+dxFOEMzuESPKhBHe6gAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDnmOMyw==</latexit>
Figure 1: Illustration of the reduction where I = {vn−k+1, vn−k+2, ..., vn} that is an indepen-
dent set. Edges in M are illustrated by thick line segments of black color, and the edges in
F are illustrated by ‘dotted’ line segments (for example, the edge (vn, pn)).
Let F be a Ko¨nig edge deletion set of G, and let RF be as defined in Claim 3.2, and
let S be a minimum vertex cover of G ′[V ′ \ F]. Then |RF| ≥ n− |F| by the definition of RF,
and |S| ≤ n+ k from Claim 3.1. Furthermore if |F| ≤ k, then we have from Claim 3.2, that
n+k ≥ |S| ≥ 2k+n− |F| and so it follows that |F| = k. Thus we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. For any Ko¨nig edge deletion set F of G ′, |F| ≥ k.
Now we are ready to prove the correctness of the reduction.
Claim 3.3. If G has an independent set of size k then G ′ has a Ko¨nig edge deletion set of
size k.
Proof. Let I be the independent set of size k in G.
Construct V1 = (V \ I) ∪ C and V2 = P ∪ I and let F = (V2, V2). Clearly, V1 and V2
partition V . Since I and P are independent, there are no edges in (P, P) and (I, I) and so all
edges of (V2, V2) are in (P, I). There are exactly k many such edges because every vertex
in P is a pendant vertex and |I| = k. So |F| = |(V2, V2)| = k. We claim that G
′[V ′ \ F] is a
Ko¨nig graph. As G ′[V2 \ F] is independent, V1 is a vertex cover of G ′[V ′ \ F]. By Lemma 2.2,
it sufficies to show that there is a matching M across (V1, V2) saturating V1 in G
′[V ′ \ F].
Construct the matching M as follows. Every vertex in V \ I gets paired with its pendant
vertex in P. Vertices in the first half of C (that is, c1, . . . , ck) get paired with vertices in
I (arbitrarily). Vertices in the second half of C (that is, ck+1, . . . , c2k) get paired with the
pendant vertices corresponding to vertices of I (arbitrarily). Because every vertex in C is
fully adjacent to vertices in V ∪ P, such a pairing is always possible (see Figure 1 for an
illustration).
Claim 3.4. If G ′ has a Ko¨nig edge deletion set of size k, then G has an independent set of
size k.
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Figure 2: A graph where the minimum Ko¨nig edge deletion set must pick an edge from
the maximum matching. The dotted edges denote the Ko¨nig edge deletion set. The dotted
edges plus the bold edges are the edges in the maximum matching
Proof. Let F be the Ko¨nig edge deletion set of size k. Let S ′ be the minimum vertex cover
of G ′[E ′ \ F] given by Claim 3.2 such that C ⊆ S ′ and P ⊆ V ′ \ S ′. Suppose that there exists
an edge e ∈ (S ′, S ′)∩F or an edge e ∈ (S ′, V ′ \S ′)∩F then we can add e back into the graph
(by deleting from F) and the resulting graph will still remain Ko¨nig by Lemma 2.2. However,
this gives us a Ko¨nig edge deletion set of size k − 1 contradicting Corollary 3.1. Hence
F ⊆ (V ′ \S ′, V ′ \S ′). Moreover, since V ′ \S ′ is an independent set in G ′[E ′ \F], F must delete
all edges in V ′ \ S ′ and so F ⊇ (V ′ \ S ′, V ′ \ S ′). Hence we have that F = (V ′ \ S ′, V ′ \ S ′).
Since G ′[E ′ \ F] is Ko¨nig, by Claim 3.1, |S ′| ≤ n + k and hence |V ′ \ S ′| ≥ n + k. All
vertices in P are in V ′ \ S ′, and so that accounts for n vertices. Since C ∩ (V ′ \ S ′) = ∅,
all the other at least k vertices in V ′ \ S ′ must come from V. For each such vertex vi in
V ∩ (V ′ \ S ′), there exists an edge of the form (vi, pi) in (V ′ \ S ′, V ′ \ S ′) = F. As |F| = k, it
follows that exactly k vertices from V are in V ′ \ S ′. If there is an edge between two vertices
in V ∩ (V ′ \ S ′), then that edge must be in F making |F| > k, a contradiction. Hence the k
vertices in V ∩ (V ′ \ S ′) form a k-sized independent set and since they are from V , they also
form a k-sized independent set in G.
The Claims 3.3 and 3.4 complete the proof of Theorem 2.
Note that G ′ has a perfect matching (as shown in Figure 1). We have the following
corollary:
Theorem 3. Ko¨nig Edge Deletion is W[1]-hard even when the input graph has a perfect
matching.
4 Ko¨nig Edge Deletion disjoint from Matching
As the goal of the Ko¨nig edge deletion problem is to delete edges to make the vertex cover
size equal to the maximum matching, a natural question is whether the minimum Ko¨nig
edge deletion set should be allowed to delete edges of a maximum matching. This is a strong
restriction since there are some graphs in which the minimum Ko¨nig edge deletion set must
pick some edges from a maximum matching of the graph. See Figure 2 for an example of
such a graph. In the figure, the matching shown is the only maximum matching of the graph
and all the minimum Ko¨nig edge deletion sets of the graph intersect this matching (shown
is a particular minimum Ko¨nig edge deletion set). This motivates the following variant of
the Ko¨nig edge deletion problem.
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Ko¨nig Edge Deletion disjoint from Matching
Input: Graph G = (V, E), a maximum matching M of G and integer k
Question: Does there exists F ⊆ E such that |F| ≤ k and G[E \ F] is Ko¨nig and
F ∩M = ∅?
A similar variant was studied with respect to edge deletion to stable graphs. A graph
is said to be stable if the optimum fractional maximum matching of the graph is equal to
the size of its maximum matching. Note that due to Lemma 2.3, Ko¨nig graphs can be
characterized as the class of graphs for which the optimal fractional vertex cover is equal to
the minimum vertex cover size, thus Ko¨nig edge deletion and stable edge deletion are very
similar problems. The problem of deleting k non-matching edges (for a particular maximum
matching) such that the resulting graph becomes stable was looked at by Bock et. al. where
they prove that this variant of the problem remains NP-hard [3].
We show that our variant of Ko¨nig edge deletion problem remains NP-hard, but fixed-
parameter tractable when parameterized by the solution size. Therefore, it seems that the
W-hardness of Ko¨nig edge deletion problem lies in the cases where we might want to delete
edges that reduce the size of the maximum matching.
To prove our results, we show that the problem is equivalent (in a parameter preserving
sense) to the following problem known as Almost-2-SAT.
Almost-2-SAT
Input: A 2-CNF-SAT formula F and an integer k
Question: Does there exist at most k clauses of F whose deletion results in a satisfiable
formula?
The Almost-2-SAT problem was studied previously [10] where the authors proved
that it is NP-hard. It was later shown to be fixed-parameter-tractable with a O∗(15k)
algorithm [25]1. The current best algorithm runs in O∗(2.31k) time [17].
4.1 NP-hardness
Theorem 4. The Ko¨nig Edge Deletion disjoint from Matching problem is NP-hard.
Proof. We will reduce from Almost-2-SAT. We are given an Almost-2-SAT instance
(V,C, k) where V is the set of variables and C is the set of clauses. First we will preprocess
the instance to remove any singleton clauses. We add two new variables f and x. We add
k+ 1 copies of the clauses (¬f∨ x) and (¬f∨ ¬x). The only way to satisfy these clauses is
to set f to 0. For every clause ci ∈ C consisting of a single literal l. We will replace it with
the clause (l∨ f). Since f is forced to be false, this forces the algorithm to either set l to
true or to delete the clause.
After the above preprocessing (which can be done in polynomial time), we know that all
clauses have size exactly 2. We will construct a graph G ′ as follows:
For every literal a in V, add a vertex labelled va. For every clause (a∨ b) ∈ C, where
a, b are literals, add an edge between vertices va and vb. Additionally, for every variable a,
add an edge between va and v¬a. This ends the construction of G
′. Formally, G ′ = (V ′, E ′)





E ′ = {(va, v¬a) | a ∈ V} ∪ {(va, vb) | (a∨ b) ∈ C}
1O∗ notation ignores polynomial factors
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We also need to give a maximum matching M as input. Let M = {(va, v¬a) | a ∈ V}.
The size of any matching can not exceed half the number of vertices in the graph. Since
there are 2|V | vertices in G ′ and the size of M is |V |, M is a maximum matching.
We input the instance (G ′,M, k) to the Ko¨nig Edge Deletion disjoint from Matching
problem.
Claim 4.1. If (V,C, k) is a YES instance for Almost-2-SAT then (G ′,M, k) is a YES
instance for Ko¨nig Edge Deletion disjoint from Matching.
Proof. Since (V,C, k) is a YES instance for Almost-2-SAT, there must exist a subset of
clauses D ⊆ C such that |D| ≤ k and the 2-SAT instance (V,C \D) is satisfiable. Define
F = {(va, vb) | (a∨ b) ∈ D}, these are the edges of G ′ that correspond to the deleted clauses
in D. It should be clear that |F| ≤ k and F ∩M = ∅. We will prove that F is a Ko¨nig edge
deletion set of G ′.
Since (V,C \D) is satisfiable, there exists a satisfying assignment f : V → {0, 1}. Define
V1 = {va | f(a) = 1} ∪ {v¬a | f(a) = 0} and define V2 = {va | f(a) = 0} ∪ {v¬a | f(a) = 1}.
That is to say, V1 is the set of vertices that correspond to the literals assigned to True in
f and V2 are the set of vertices that correspond to the literals assigned to False in f. By
definition, V1 and V2 are partitions of V
′. Also note that, every edge of M intersects V1
exactly once. We will prove that V2 is an independent set in G
′[E ′ \ F]. Suppose there were
an edge (va, vb) such that va, vb ∈ V2. Since va, vb ∈ V2, it must be that the literals a and b
are assigned to False in f, however then the clause (a∨ b) is unsatisfied by f and so it must
be in D. Then it must be that (va, vb) ∈ F. Hence V2 is an independent set in G ′[E ′ \ F]
which implies that V1 is a vertex cover of G
′[E ′ \ F].
Therefore we have a partition of V into V1 and V2 such that every edge in M intersects
V1 exactly once and V1 is a vertex cover. By Lemma 2.2 G
′[E \ F] is Ko¨nig and F is a Ko¨nig
edge deletion set of size at most k.
Claim 4.2. If (G ′,M, k) is a YES instance for Ko¨nig Edge Deletion disjoint from Matching
then (V,C, k) is a YES instance for Almost-2-SAT.
Proof. Since (G ′,M, k) is a YES instance for Ko¨nig Edge Deletion disjoint from Matching,
there must be a set F ⊆ E ′ such that |F| ≤ k and F ∩M = ∅ such that G ′[E ′ \ F] is Ko¨nig.
Define the set of clauses D = {(a∨ b) | (va, vb) ∈ F}, it is clear that |D| ≤ k. We will prove
that (V,C \D) is satisfiable and hence D is a solution to the Almost-2-SAT instance.
Let S be a minimum vertex cover of G ′[E ′ \ F]. Since G ′[E ′ \ F] is Ko¨nig, by Observation
2.1, every edge in M intersects V1 exactly once. Since every edge in M is of the form
(va, v¬a), it must be the case that for every a ∈ V, exactly one of va or v¬a is in V1.
To prove that (V,C \ D) is satisfiable we give a truth assignment of the variables
f : V → {0, 1}. Define f(a) = 1 if va ∈ V1 and f(a) = 0 otherwise. Since exactly one of va
or v¬a is in V1, f(a) is well-defined. Suppose (a∨ b) ∈ C \D is a clause. Since (va, vb) is
an edge and V1 is a vertex cover of G
′[E ′ \ F], va ∈ V1 or vb ∈ V1 and hence f(a) = 1 or
f(b) = 1 and hence (a∨ b) is satisfied.
Hence every clause in (V,C \D) is satisfied and D is a solution to the Almost-2-SAT
instance.
Combining the above two claims, we have the proof of Theorem 4.
Note that in the above reduction, the parameter k is preserved. That is to say, an
instance of Almost-2-SAT with parameter k gets mapped to an instance of Ko¨nig Edge
Deletion disjoint from Matching with parameter k. Hence we have the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.1. Almost-2-SAT has a parameter-preserving reduction to Ko¨nig Edge
Deletion disjoint from Matching.
4.2 Fixed-parameter-tractability
In this subsection, we will prove the fixed-parameter tractability of Ko¨nig Edge Deletion
disjoint from Matching.
Theorem 5. There is a fixed-parameter-tractable algorithm to find a minimum Ko¨nig Edge
Deletion set disjoint from Matching.
Proof. We will reduce the problem to Almost-2-SAT. Given a graph G with edge set E,
and a maximum matching M of G, for every edge (u, v) ∈ G, we create a clause (u ∨ v)
to assert that one of u or v must be picked. For every edge (u, v) ∈M, we create a clause
(¬u∨ ¬v) to assert that both endpoints of this edge can not be picked. For every vertex v
that is unsaturated, we add the singleton clause ¬v to assert that unsaturated vertices can









where U is the set of vertices that are unsaturated by M. Furthermore, for every
(u, v) ∈ M, we make k + 1 duplicates of (u ∨ v) and (¬u ∨ ¬v). We also make k + 1
duplicates of the clauses of the form ¬v (corresponding to unsaturated vertices). We refer to
the set of clauses as C. C will be the input to the Almost-2-SAT algorithm with parameter
k.
Claim 4.3. If the formula is a YES instance then there exists a Ko¨nig edge deletion set
disjoint from M of size k.
Proof. Let D be the set of deleted clauses. Any clause in D which corresponds to an edge
in M occurs k + 1 times in C, and since |D| ≤ k, there will be at least one copy of the
clause remaining in C \ D. This means that the removal of such clauses does not effect
the satisfiability of C \ D and hence we can assume that D does not contain any clause
corresponding to edges of M. The same argument can be used for clauses of the form ¬v.
Hence we will assume that D contains only clauses of the form (u∨ v) where (u, v) ∈ E \M.
For every deleted clause of the form (u ∨ v), (u, v) ∈ E \M, we will remove the edge
(u, v) from G. Let the resulting graph be G ′, we claim that G ′ is a Ko¨nig Graph. To prove
this we provide a vertex cover S of G ′ such that every edge in M is covered exactly once,
that is, no edge has both endpoints in the vertex cover. Since the SAT instance C \D is
satisfiable, there exists a satisfying assignment f : V → {0, 1}. We set the vertex cover S to
be the subset of variables that are set to true in f. This is indeed a vertex cover of G ′ since
for every edge (u, v) ∈ E \ F, we have added a clause (u ∨ v) that was not deleted by D.
Hence, the clause was satisfied by f and one of either u or v was set to true. Therefore, one
endpoint of (u, v) would be in S. Moreover, for every edge (u, v) in M, we added a clause
(¬u ∨ ¬v) that is not deleted by D, this means both u and v can not be set to true in f
and hence both endpoints of (u, v) are not in S. For every edge in M exactly one of its
endpoints is in S and hence |M| = |S| and hence G ′ is Ko¨nig.
Claim 4.4. If there exists a Ko¨nig edge deletion set disjoint from M of size k then the
formula is a YES instance.
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Proof. Let F be such a Ko¨nig edge deletion set. For every edge (u, v) ∈ F, we will delete
the clause (u∨ v) from C to obtain C ′. We claim that C ′ is satisfiable. The graph G[E \ F]
is Ko¨nig and hence it has a vertex cover S such that for every edge in M both endpoints
are not in S. We will construct an assignment f as follows: For every vertex in v ∈ G[E \ F]
we set f(v) = 1 if v ∈ S and f(v) = 0 otherwise. Since S is a vertex cover, all clauses of the
form (u ∨ v) are satisfied as either u or v will be set to true. Since, by Observation 2.1,
for every matching edge (u, v) ∈ M there is exactly one endpoint in S, all clauses of the
form (¬u∨ ¬v) will be satisfied as at least one of u or v will be set to false. Moreover, by
Observation 2.1, S does not contain any unsaturated vertices, so all clauses of the form ¬v
will also be satisfied.
Combining Claims 4.3 and 4.4 and the fixed-parameter tractability of the Almost-2-SAT
problem, we have the proof of Theorem 5.
The above reduction also preserves the parameter k and along with Corollary 4.1, we
have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Almost-2-SAT and Ko¨nig Edge Deletion disjoint from Matching are
fixed-parameter equivalent problems.
5 Conclusion
In most cases, edge deletion problems tend to be easier (and admit faster FPT algorithms)
than the corresponding vertex versions. For example, covering cycles by deleting minimum
number of edges (feedback edge set problem) in undirected graphs is polynomial time
solvable, while the related feedback vertex set problem is NP-Complete. Also, covering odd
cycles by deleting edges in undirected graphs admits a more efficient FPT algorithm [23]
although both the problems are NP-Complete. Covering cycles by minimum number of arcs
(feedback arc set) in tournaments has a sub-exponential algorithm [1] while the vertex version
of the problem (feedback vertex set) in tournaments is unlikely to admit sub-exponential
algorithms under Exponential Time Hypothesis [8, 11,14].
Surprisingly we have shown here that that Ko¨nig Edge Deletion problem is W[1]-hard
while Ko¨nig vertex deletion problem was known to be FPT. From the variant of the problem
that is fixed-parameter-tractable, it appears that the W[1]-hardness of Ko¨nig Edge Deletion
lies in the case when edges in the maximum matching of the graph can also be deleted.
For the variant where the edges of a given maximum matching can not be deleted, we
have shown it to be equivalent to the the Almost-2-SAT problem by giving a param-
eter preserving reduction. This puts that variation of the problem, equivalent to other
popular parameterized problems including Above Guarantee Vertex Cover, Odd
Cycle Traversal and Edge Bipartization [25] and so the results on parameterized
complexity (including kernelization), approximation and exact exponential algorithms for
these problems [17] carry over for this problem as well.
We conclude with an open problem. A graph is said to be stable if the size of its maximum
matching is equal to the size of the maximum fractional matching (i.e. the optimum value
of the maximum matching linear program). It is known that finding a minimum number
of vertices whose removal results in a stable graph is solvable in polynomial time, but the
related edge version is NP-Complete [3]. Is the problem of deleting at most k edges to obtain
a stable graph fixed-parameter tractable? Note that the Edge Induced Stable Subgraph
problem (in which one needs to find a set of k edges that induces a stable subgraph) is
fixed-parameter-tractable as the lower bounds for the size of an edge induced Ko¨nig subgraph
[9, 19] also apply to stable graphs, as Ko¨nig graphs are stable.
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